A Christmas "Festive Five" from Douglas Lamb Wines

AAIA Corporate Member Douglas Lamb Wines is offering readers of this eNews an opportunity to celebrate Christmas and New Year with a range of festive Greek wines and beer over the holiday season.

This hamper of six products, includes Greece's first "India Pale Ale", the ever popular "Akakies" sparkling rosé, a chardonnay, a red wine from the Gerovassiliou Estate and a sweet dessert wine from Samos. In addition, as a complimentary gift, a very special bottle of vinegar from Santorini is included.

Each product represents the best of what Greece has to offer.

**THE FESTIVE FIVE**

1x Santorini Crazy Donkey IPA Beer (750ml)
1x Kir Yianni Akakies Sparkling Rosé - Amyndeon
1x Zafeirakis Chardonnay - Tyrnavos
1x Gerovassiliou Estate Red - Epanomi
1x Samos Phyllas Muscat - Samos
plus
1x Gaia Santorini Vinegar (250ml) Free

Cost: $137.50 + shipping ($11.45 for Sydney).

An order form can be downloaded from this link. Please fill out the form and email your order and payment directly back to Douglas Lamb Wines at bureau@douglaslambwines.com.au. If you don’t live in Sydney please ask for shipping rates to other cities.

Tasting notes are attached to the form.

Lecture at the Athens Centre by Andrew Hazewinkel

4 min 44 sec single channel projection. Video still.

Originally commissioned by the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art.
Access to the Riace Bronzes granted courtesy
Ministero per i Beni e le Attivita Culturali,
Soprintendenza per i Beni Archeologici della Calabria.

The inaugural holder of an AAIA Creative Residency at the Athens Hostel, Mr Andrew Hazewinkel, will give a public lecture and glimpse of his recent works at the Athens Centre. The Athens Centre is an educational organization, founded in 1969, that is dedicated to sponsoring educational and academic events in Greece.

The [re] Order of Things
10 December, 7:00pm
at the Athens Centre
48 Archimidous Street
Mr Hazewinkel works with photographic, sculptural, moving image and installation practices, drawing from fields as diverse as geology, archaeology, art history, social anthropology and surrealism. In this presentation he will use examples of his recent work to explore how the materiality of objects cycle through personal and collective histories and how materials and personal experience commingle with the residues, traces and presences of the past and present.

For the past 10 years Mr Hazewinkel has lived and worked between Melbourne and Rome presenting solo exhibitions and participating in group projects across Australia and Europe. He is currently completing a PhD at the University of Sydney.

For more information please visit www.andrewhazewinkel.com

**Scholarships Awarded at ANU by the AAIA and Canberra Friends of the Institute**

(L-R): Fiona Sweet Formiatti, Adrienne White and Professor Elizabeth Minchin.

Two scholarships have been awarded by the ANU (Canberra) Friends of the Australian Archaeological Institute at Athens (FAAIA). Usually one scholarship is awarded every two years for a scholar to spend time in Greece to conduct research. This year, however, two ANU postgraduate students, Fiona Sweet Formiatti and Adrienne White, were granted scholarships that were announced by Professor Elizabeth Minchin from the Centre for Classical Studies during the Friends' Annual Dinner.

Fiona Sweet Formiatti will spend two months in Greece at the Aristotle University in Thessaloniki. Unlike many of the previous scholarship winners she will not be working in the field or spending long hours in museums but will work with one of the most distinguished European Classics scholars: Professor Christos Tsagalis, whose research field is the Homeric epics. Fiona’s research in Thessalonike will form part of
her PhD project, which has a working title of “The Stranger at the Gate: a study of hospitality—the treatment of friends, strangers and refugees—in the world described by Homer”.

This year the selection committee considered that a second application should also be supported, and announced the award of an AAIA scholarship for ANU research in Greece to Adrienne White. Adrienne is about to enrol in a PhD program, in which she will study trauma and post-traumatic stress disorder in the ancient Greek world. Her time in Greece will be spent exploring healing sanctuaries, in museums looking at temple offerings and inscriptions, as well as in the libraries of the American School and the British School in Athens.

Congratulations to Fiona and Adrienne, we wish you well for your research overseas.

**Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year**

The staff of the Institute would like to wish our readers and supporters a Merry Christmas and Happy New Year. The Institute in Sydney will be closed between 10 December and 5 January.
SPONSORED CONTENT: Take the road less travelled with archaeologist and Turkey expert, Judy Roberts, to discover the exotic towns and sites of Turkey’s east and southeast – the lands of the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers. The spectacular Lycian coast and its ancient ruins will be explored from the luxury of a gulet – a traditional Turkish timber sailing vessel. Ten days in the east includes visits to the enchanting towns of Gaziantep, Sanliurfa, Mardin and Van as well as to the evocative sites of Gobekli Tepe, Nemrut Dagi, the Ishak Pasha Palace, Zeugma mosaics, and Syriac monasteries. Seven nights in Lycia shows off countless ruined settlements with their unique Lycian tombs as well as pretty villages like Kas and Kalkan - all along the ancient Lycian Way, a 500–km ancient trail that linked these towns. Modern culture will also be experienced in colourful food markets, bazaars, restaurants and cafés – most meals being included during the trip.

Judy Roberts, an Honours graduate in Classical Archaeology at the University of Sydney, is passionate about the ancient world. She has lived in many countries and travels extensively; having led many cultural and historical tours to Turkey, Greece and Cyprus.

13-30 May, 2015
A$6,750 per person, twin share
(excl. International Flights)
For more information please call 0400 496 950